


The Cable Center's Virtual Reality exhibit is designed to blaze a trail 
for immersive educational experiences. 

Established in 1985, The Cable Center in the US is a nonprofit 

educational organisation which plays an integral role in the 

cable telecommunications industry. The Center tells the 

story of the cable industry and highlights the significant 

contributions made to technology, society and culture. It is 

headquartered in Denver, Colorado, but its presence extends 

around the globe wherever cable professionals work and 

wherever customers live. 

But The Cable Center isn' t just about looking back to capture 

history. With The Center's pioneering Virtual Reality (VR) 

exhibit, it is looking forward, providing a groundbreaking 

immersive experience and unprecedented access for 

students, historians and cable professionals. The vision for 

this project goes back to 2013. The Center recognised.that

the audience for its collecti.on is global, yet its physical location 

is in Denver. Its challenge was to find a better way to provide 

global access that transcends location. 

An eye on re-design 
The first step was overhauling the website. 

"We changed the way we thought about the role of our 

website," said Diane Christman, The Center's SVP of 

programmes and development. "Instead of having the site 

as a static description of our mission and programmes, we 

decided to utilise our online presence to provide interactive 

access to our collections and create a living, breathing, 

evolving resource. The site will continue to evolve and add 

more objects and materials from The Center's collections for 

study and exploration." 

One example of how this change was made is the Hauser Oral 

and Video History Project's online presence. The Center has 

been gathering oral histories from cable industry executives 

since its inception. To date, it has over 350 video and audio 

histories with more being added every year. Now, via the website, 

interested parties can search and listen to this collection. 
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